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LaRouches Address Moscow
Anti-Globalist Conference
Dec. 4—The LaRouche Political Action Committee
(LPAC) today released an address by Lyndon LaRouche, which was delivered by video recording, to a
Dec. 3-4 conference held in Moscow, Russia, under the
title “Let the Earth Live! From the Clash of Civilizations to Their Cooperation.” LaRouche’s presentation
had top billing in today’s main proceedings, being
scheduled for airing after introductory remarks from
conference Organizing Committee chairman Sergei
Baburin, rector of the Russian State University of Commerce and Economics, and former deputy speaker of
the State Duma of the Russian Federation.
Following LaRouche’s video, which was announced
by the conference organizers under the title “Agreement Among Four Powers Can Avert Total Collapse,”
scheduled speakers were Natalia Vitrenko, chairman of
the Progressive Socialist Party of Ukraine, and Gen.
Leonid Ivashov, the former foreign relations head of the
Russian Ministry of Defense, and current president of
the Academy of Geopolitical Studies. On the conference as lead-off speaker in the afternoon session was
Schiller Institute founder, and chairman of the German
Civil Rights Solidarity Movement (BüSo), Helga ZeppLaRouche.
The chief sponsors of this event are the Russian AntiGlobalist Resistance and Gen. Ivashov’s Academy of
Geopolitical Studies. The conference invitation was
titled, “Save Human Dignity for the Sake of Mankind!”
Other listed speakers include Tatyana Shishova, a leader
of the Anti-Globalist Resistance, who is a teacher and an
expert on the drug/counterculture degradation of children and the family, Deputy Minister of Information
from the Moldovan Transdniestr Republic V. Rykovanova, and Borislav Milosevic, the younger brother of
deceased Serbian leader Slobodan Milosevic.

‘People of the Cosmos’
The participants, among whom are representatives
of European “anti-globalist” layers who are virulently
anti-American, were in for a shock from LaRouche’s
speech, in which the U.S. economist posed the common
tasks of mankind, with the horizon goal of a successful
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Ukrainian political leader Natalia Vitrenko (left), joined
Lyndon and Helga LaRouche, in addressing the Moscow antiglobalist conference. The three are shown here in Wiesbaden,
Germany, last October.

Mars colonization, making the human species into “no
longer Earthlings,” but “now people of the Universe or,
as they say in Russia, the Cosmos.” This can only be
accomplished, LaRouche said, through the utter defeat
of imperialist monetarism by sovereign nation-states,
led by the Four-Power combination of Russia, China,
India and, without fail, the United States.
Likewise, Helga Zepp-LaRouche warned that
Europe could do nothing effective in today’s world, and
will not escape from the worsening financial and economic crisis, as long as it remains in the vise of the justfinalized EU Lisbon Treaty dictatorship.
A full transcript of LaRouche’s address (recorded
Nov. 18) and translation of the transcript of Zepp-LaRouche’s presentation (recorded Nov. 22) are provided
here. The English and German originals, respectively,
were voiced over in Russian for presentation to the conference and will be circulated on Russian-language Internet sites.
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